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Disclaimer : The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Club’s committee or members and may be
incorrect.
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Editor’s Letter
News? What news? According to Russell there is no news? As far as the club is concerned, there is
nothing much happening. We are all getting cabin fever by now but with the increase in the number of
daily infections, especially here is KZN at the moment, it is safer to stay at home. A couple of us were
going to sneak to a venue and camp over tonight. Thankfully, we postposed the camp over. We would have
been rained out and extremely cold. All three dogs are in the kitchen and all the cats, except maybe one or
two that have hidden under one of the two cars parked in our driveway, are inside and cuddled on the
couches, beds and our laps.
We are now well into
lockdown, on level 3
with alcohol allowed
(at least we can
drown our sorrows
with alcohol), and we
have not been able to
hold any gates or do
any drives of any sort.
We were asked if we
can’t just have a gates
competition at one of
the venues about 2
months ago but we
were still on level 4 of
lockdown, just out of
level 5.
As far as driving in the Inanda Dam valley and surrounds, this is an extremely bad idea at the moment. As
some of you know, I follow KZN Valley Dogs on Facebook. For those new to the club, this is a group of
people who, through the donations of dog, cat, and chicken food, go every Sunday into the valley and feed
all the dogs, cats and chickens. The dogs have got to know the feeders and when we drive along in the area,
we see the owners with their dogs waiting for feeders to arrive. They also give donated dog kennels as well
as blankets for the animals. The photos that they have been posting show many people congregated around
the vehicles and none of them are wearing masks.
Unfortunately, with the rise in the infections, it is now even more unsafe to hold a gates competition or go
for a drive. We need to sit this out and hope it ends sooner than later. Our calendar of forthcoming events
for 2020 looks pretty grim with everything being cancelled. At this stage and as we are already into the
seventh month of the year, we may not even be able to hold the gates competitions this year.
Anyway, enough of that. I worked at home until the end of May and returned to work with just my boss and
myself being at the office on the 1st of June. His mom and dad are not back at the office yet as they are both
in their 60’s. Over weekends, apart from the normal housework, I have been doing my diamond dot
painting. The second one that I am doing is the map of Africa covered by the big five and lots of sea
around the continent. I started my club badge in cross stitch on my T-shirt, but I wasn’t happy with it so
I undid it and will redo the pattern and start again.
I have also done a bit of cat trapping with nine cats being trapped over two weekends near Southway
Mall as well as numerous other cats that owners have asked me to assist with getting
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them sterilized where they have taken them to the vet themselves. I even trapped a
little ginger kitten at the KFC in Queensburgh. On the
Monday at around lunch time, I got a call from a guy
telling me about this little kitten there. I asked him if
he would be able to catch it. He said yes and that he
would meet up with me after work and hand it over to
me. As I was leaving work, he called to say he couldn’t
catch it. I went to KFC and found the little thing hiding
in the undergrowth of a big palm tree. By the time the
security guard and I had finished scrummaging through
the tree, the kitten had burrowed right inside and would
not come out. I returned on the Tuesday afternoon
armed with a trap and a tin of Pilchards in Tomato Sauce
(cats love this for some reason). Within five minutes of
baiting and setting up the trap, KFC, then Kentucky, and
lastly Tucker was caught. He is tame so most likely
somebody dumped him. Tucker even purrs when the vet
is inoculating him.
The kitten that I picked up in Burlington on the third day
into lockdown, had to have his one eye removed as it
became infected. They put gauze into the socket after
the
eyeball is removed and this soaks up any blood. About
four days after the operation, the vet removes a bit of the
gauze, then a few days later more and so on until it is all
removed. The morning after I had taken him for the first
little bit to be removed, he managed to pull some out
himself. Russell helped me to cut it short and left for
work. Before I left for work that morning, there was a
little more pulled out. I cut that short as well and went off
to work. In the evening of the day before he was due to go
to the vet to have some more of the gauze removed,
Russell alerted me to the fact that there was no little piece
of gauze left sticking of the hole that is left. The next
morning, we found the gauze on the floor in the bedroom.
Having only one eye does not stop Newt from getting
around. He is really feisty and full on nonsense. He has
grown since I picked up the little bundle that tried to each
the kitty milk powder that spilt onto the counter when I
was trying to make him his first bottle.
Russell has been keeping busy replacing break discs on
Green Dragon and fabricating a rear bumper (photos to follow in the next newsletter).
Hope to see you soon but until then stay safe and stay at home as much as possible.
Your newsletter editor
Bridget Slogrove
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Calendar of Forthcoming Events
LROC KZN Provisional Events Diary 2020
When

What & Where

Contact
Information person

5 July 2020

Hillcrest Car Show Cancelled

Details to
follow

25/26 July 2020

Gates 3 of 2020 at
Killarney 4x4 Cancelled

Details to
follow

Heinz Stegen
082 895 4208
Douglas
Hendrickx
083 789 3684

3&5

3&5

3&5

August 2020

Notties Hotel & Land
Rover weekend with
possible 4th gates
4 Passes to Eastern
Cape - at least 10
vehicles

29/30 August
2020

Gates 4 of 2020

Details to
follow

Adrian Moore
082 049 5175
Russell
Slogrove 083
630 4318

3/4 October
2020

Gates 5 of 2020 at Big
Rock

Details to
follow

Russell, Heinz,
Douglas, Kyle
& Etienne

17/18 October
2020

Day of the Clubs

Details to
follow

29 November
2020

Christmas Tree at
Killarney 4x4

Details to
follow

21/22 August
2020

Grade

Details to
follow
Email sent
out

Trail Grading : All our events/trails are graded according to the 5 grades below.
1. Complete novice soft dirt trail, no low range required. Suitable for all Land Rovers including the Freelander.
2. Limited low range required but suitable for the novice driver. Suitable for all Land Rovers including the Freelander.
3. Low range and limited off road knowledge required. Suitable for all Land Rovers with certain trails not suitable for the Freelander.
4. A low range technical trail suitable for the experienced. The inexperienced will be able to do the trail, as long as assistance will be
available from the more experienced members. Suitable for all Land Rovers except the Freelander.
5. Extremely technical. Suitable for the experienced and/or modified vehicle only with the possibility of vehicle damage.
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What some of our members have been up
to since the beginning of Lockdown
James and Allison Bolland
I thought I’d take you up on your request for any stories not necessarily Landrover related and thought that there
might be some interest in how we eventually got back to France.
We were booked to fly British Airways from
Durban on 24 March to Johannesburg (actually
with Comair) then evening flight to Heathrow,
and an onward connection to Paris arriving
there morning of 25 March. Then the virus
thing started……
An email from BA said the flight from London
to Paris was cancelled, and we could opt for a
voucher instead for the whole journey. We
thought this was the safest thing to do because
the UK was already in lockdown, and the
newspapers were full of how London was
where the virus was most active. We did look
at getting a bus from Heathrow to Portsmouth
and then a ferry crossing, but the ferries had
already stopped taking foot passengers. Surely
the virus thing would be over soon and we could organise our trip back with the voucher?..... As we all know this
hasn’t happened and so we were left in a difficult situation, not knowing when or how we would get back.
We are fortunate in that when we are in South Africa we have our permanent residence and a granny flat at our
son’s house in Forest Hills so at least that problem was solved, and the grandchildren were very happy!
Then on Monday 20 April, Allison saw on
the IOL news web site that there were
repatriation flights being organised jointly
by the Dutch and French Embassies. We
managed to get our names down for the
last one leaving that Friday, 24 April and
had a nail-biting time waiting on our tickets
(€900 each – ouch!!).
Then we had to get ourselves to
Johannesburg which was another problem
with all the travel restrictions in South
Africa. Fortunately, the French Embassy
emailed official travel permits for us and a
driver, although we were not 100%
convinced these would get us through any
road blocks on the N2. Our son James
kindly volunteered to drive us up, and he managed to make an advance booking at an Air
BnB in Joburg.
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We all had to meet at the French school in Morningside at 6am on Saturday morning and
there was a special WhatsApp group set up for all those travelling – a real godsend.
Our road trip up was uneventful, only one road block and no problems. Our Air BnB was a short distance from
our early rendezvous next morning, but we didn’t sleep too well.
In the morning it was a hurried breakfast, then a short drive to the French school, and a goodbye and thanks to
James who headed back off down to Hillcrest. The organisation by the Embassy staff was magnificent, each
nationality with their own queue where all the formalities were
handled and even a lunch box organised for the flight. We
joined the French queue as there was none for UK people, then
it was onto bus number 3 for us – there were 9 buses in total.
We had a police escort all the way to the airport, klaxons on,
motorcycles and police cars all around us and straight through
red lights where the police stopped any traffic for us. The roads
in Joburg were practically empty, and at the airport, each bus
had to line up all the luggage outside for sniffer dogs to check.
Inside the airport it was first through a medical check point
where our skin temperature was measured, then through the
usual check in desk, security and passport control. We’ve never
seen the airport more deserted. It was unreal.
Our KLM flight was 18hrs duration, first stop Reunion (to
change the crew) then onto Amsterdam, then we had a 5hr
wait for our connection down to Paris. There was no alcohol on
board, although we got a hot meal after leaving Reunion Island.
Amsterdam and Paris were deserted, and I swear I saw more
mice running around in Amsterdam airport than people. It was
eerie also to see all the planes parked up outside in an endless
line
Into Paris ahead of schedule and we headed for the car hire counter where I had pre-booked a car to take us back to
or nearest big town near where we stay. The Paris auto routes/freeways were absolutely empty of vehicles; normally
it is nose to tail and takes about 2-3hrs to get clear. We did it in less than 1hr, then a further 90 minutes back to
Normandy.
We had arranged for one of our good friends to meet us at the hire car drop off point and Gary was there to meet us
and take us home. It seemed that we had lived through a nightmare period and the stress we were under was
something I wouldn’t like to repeat. But home is where we are now, back to a welcome from the cats and a garden
which needed lots of attention to prevent it from becoming a jungle.
Our lockdown is being eased from Monday, and we hope to have some friends round a braai and celebration. As we
are all aware there is a lot of uncertainty on the future as far as international travel is concerned so we will just have
to wait and see how things work out before thinking of plans for a trip back to South Africa later in the year.
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Wesley and Tanya Goldstone
Me being busy with rangie trying to cut out some
cancer.
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Some of the photos on the Idle Group that you
posted
With so many of us really frustrated with not being able to get out, some of that frustration was being
posted to the LROC KZN Idle group on Whatsapp. This group is for land rover related topics only and
after a couple people were asked to delete posts that should not have been posted to the group, I received
the following memories from you.
Photo by Brian

Photo by Dieter

Photo by Ferdie

Photo by Gideon
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Photo by Gideon

Photo by Jaco

Photo by Jaco

Photo by Johan
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Photo received from Michael (taken by Etienne)

Photo taken by Johan

Photo taken by Johan

Photo taken by Theo
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Photo taken by Johan

Photo of Scott Phillips Dinkies
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Something Technical
4x4 Off-Road Driving Techniques & Safety
(www.arrivealive.mobi)
As truck ownership has increased, so has the amount of offhighway recreation. There is no special license required to
drive off-road, even though there are many different techniques
and practices involved. There does exist an often unspoken
etiquette that is practised by old-school four-wheelers, which
developed not just so that everyone can get along on the trail,
but, primarily, for safety considerations.
With the availability of trail-ready 4x4’s, both in the traditional
truck mould and outside of it, the slow and steady progression
of four-wheeling initiation through involvement and
camaraderie has been bypassed. The honour-by-association process misses the chance to be
taught by the enthusiastic guy who just bought his first real 4x4.
Responsible 4-wheeling is about finesse. Other features and driving techniques assist in the
overall safety of your off-road outing, but finesse is the first and most important portion of your
driving repertoire to acquire.

Here are some hints to help you out in this area.


It’s important always to drive within your ability. There are times when in soft sand, like beaches
and washes, speed needs to be moderate and flotation through mud and snow needs to be kept
up, hence “within your ability.” Usually taking your time on the trail will allow you to pick a
smooth path and allow you time to react to the varieties of terrain you can encounter like moving
rocks and logs under the tyres. If you have a ground clearance deficiency, going slow helps
here, in that, if you do hit a rock with the differential or another rock grabber, it will usually stop
the vehicle on impact or you will lightly scrape over it. If you were going too fast and hit a rock or
other obstacle, it could knock a hole in the oil pan, differential, or even knock off the oil filter.



Avoid surprises by surveying the road ahead before you encounter it. Make sure the trail goes
beyond the obstacle, doesn't become a bottomless quagmire, has no backside to the hill (cliff?)
or just plain ends. You can get a good idea where to place your tyres and the differentials to
have a plan of approach. Follow through to beyond the obstacle.



Driving diagonally = Rollover. Always drive straight down hills or steep terrain. Know your
approach and departure angles, the bumper to tyre distance. Some trails will require off-camber
driving. In situations like this, it’s best to go slow, keeping the tyres on the tracks. Make every
attempt to avoid losing attention and ascending up a rock or stump on the upside of the hill.
Trucks will tend to slide sideways before rolling over – the tyres will slip sideways a little. Stop
if the slide puts you off the edge of the track. If it is clear downhill and a rollover is imminent,
immediately turn the vehicle into the slide and drive it down. If that is not an option, and you
are going over, turn the vehicle off and hold on to your seat-bottom while hoping that the seat
belt works properly.
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 Reducing tire pressure will increase traction on gravel and sand. For
most 4-wheeling purposes, a tire pressure of 18 to 20psi will be adequate. Highway pressure
is another consideration altogether. The tyre is marked on the side, i.e., 50psi at 3300 pounds.
In essence, that one tyre could hold my Defender up. Depending on the weight of the loaded
vehicle and the size of tyre, a tyre pressure of between 28 and 35psi works in most onhighway applications. Never overlook the importance of reading the manufacturer’s label. The
air pressure difference between the front and rear is due to the tyre and auto manufacturers’
experimentation for over/understeer and load variances.


Cross ditches or logs at an angle so that one wheel at a time goes over the obstacle; the other
three help the one wheel to climb over. Dropping the tyre into a ditch or crack in a rock can put
you and your truck in a vulnerable position. Sometimes the vehicle pitches and one or more
tyres will catch air. Be very deliberate and careful when approaching this challenging section of
any trail. Logs can bounce up and catch the undercarriage, so come off these obstacles slowly
and carefully. Turn the vehicle at an angle to facilitate the one tyre at a time approach. Be
careful not to allow one of the front tyres and one of the rear tyres to get in the ditch at the same
time.
One of the most crucial aspects to off-roading is understanding the absolute importance of tyre
pressure. Among the most pertinent tyre pressure considerations in regards to summer, offroading is utilizing optimum sand tyre pressure. Optimum sand tyre pressure is a combination of
many things, of which truck-owners myths are least productive. However, your tyres, their
construction methods and materials, what your car weighs, how it is loaded, and wheel width, all
play into the sand-pressure tyre formula with predictable results. Why low pressure works, and
how to determine your best sand pressure, follows:
It’s a simple fact, which some die-hard truckers still deny, the bigger the footprint, the softer the
stuff you can travel in. Boiled down, it’s nothing more than a fact of nature. For those who say
skinny, hard tyres are better for snow, mud or whatever, please tell me why they don’t use tenspeed bicycle-type tyres on snowmobiles? Sand rail people and mud boggers know big feet work
better as well. With that out of the way, let’s take a look at tyre pressure and footprints.
The choice of tread pattern, otherwise known as your tyre’s footprint, is extremely important to
consider during your new tyre decision-making process, and especially so if you are fitting your
truck for an off-road adventure. Tread pattern should be chosen based on the intended use of your
truck. The most popular tread pattern for all-around off-road use is a mud terrain pattern.

The mud
terrain or mud
tyre pattern is
characterized
by large lugs
on the tyre
with big voids
between these
lugs. The
large lugs provide plenty of bite in low traction conditions while the big voids allow the tyre to
clean itself by throwing off mud or other material when spinning, thus providing a good bite on
every rotation of the tyre. These tyres are also very popular for rock crawling as the large lugs
can provide a way of gripping and pulling the tyres up and over irregular
rocky edges where a smoother pattern would just spin. The biggest
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disadvantage of these patterns is that they run rough and loud on the
highway. To reduce this problem; choose a tyre with irregular or asymmetric spacing of the lugs
and voids to reduce harmonic vibration at highway speeds. There are also situations such as
light powdery snow or sand where an all-terrain pattern would be better.
The general purpose all terrain tyre generally has an interlocked tread pattern with siping (small
cuts) on the tread blocks. The voids in these tyres are usually much smaller than those on tyres
designed for use in the mud. The more dense pattern of blocks and smaller voids make these
tyres quieter on the street. It also increases the surface area of the tread which gives the tyre
improved flotation on surfaces such as light powdery snow or sand. The increased siping can be
important in the snow where it is the number of edges, even quite small edges, biting into the
snow that provides the traction. The downside is that the smaller voids cannot clean themselves
as easily of packed mud or slush. If these voids fill up with mud the tyre loses much of its bite and
traction is lost.
A variety of manufacturers also offer a family of tires sometimes called trail tyres or some similar
name. These are most often tyres designed for use on light trucks or sport utility vehicles which
see most of their use on the street. They will generally be quieter, get better gas mileage and last
longer than either of the other off-road patterns. The tread patterns are designed to provide
significantly improved comfort or performance on the street which can sometimes compromise offroad capability. Fortunately, this is the limit to which most of their intended market is likely to take
them.

Common 4x4 Driving Techniques
The following techniques are common to all types of terrain. Techniques for particular types of
terrain are mentioned under the different terrain headings.

Hand Position
When driving off-road, it is important not to place your thumbs on the inside of the steering wheel.
When driving over any large ruts or potholes, the wheel could suddenly turn. This may result in the
thumb being bruised or even dislocated if it is left inside the rim. Remembering to leave your
thumbs on the outside of the steering wheel is a very easy skill to acquire and should become
second nature to you. With power steering fitted to most 4Wheel drives these days, this technique
is not as critical as the power steering unit dampens out sudden steering wheel movements as
well as steering stabilizers. Owners of non-power steering vehicles will have undoubtedly
experienced at some time the force at which the steering wheel turns when hitting an obstruction.

Diff Position
It is important to know the position of your front and rear differentials as they are usually the lowest
ground clearance point of your vehicle. Similarly, any other low ground clearance points should be
noted e.g. exhaust, spare tyre etc. When a large rock or other obstacle is on a track that you
must drive over, you should ensure you avoid driving directly over it with the lowest ground
clearance point of your vehicle.
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Braking
When using the vehicle’s brakes hard, your vehicle’s front suspension compresses and you
'use up' most of its suspension travel, When braking sharply to avoid an obstacle e.g. pothole
or rut, and you cannot stop in time, release the brake pedal just prior to hitting the obstacle.
This will allow the front suspension to return to its normal height and give more suspension travel
when hitting the obstacle.

Vehicle Limitations
A four-wheel-drive vehicle cannot be treated like a normal car when cornering. The 4WD will roll
over much easier than a car while cornering if they are taken too fast, due to the higher centre of
gravity. This applies to gravel and paved roads equally. Although a four-wheel-drive vehicle
generally has better traction on gravel than a car, when safe cornering speeds are exceeded the
four wheel drive will tend to roll earlier than a car.
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